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Abstract. In order to work with mathematical content in computer
systems, it is necessary to represent it in formal languages. Ideally, these
are supported by tools that verify the correctness of the content, allow
computing with it, and produce human-readable documents. These goals
are challenging to combine and state-of-the-art tools typically have to
make difficult compromises.
In this paper we discuss languages that have been created for this purpose, including logical languages of proof assistants and other formal
systems, semi-formal languages, intermediate languages for exchanging
mathematical knowledge, and language frameworks that allow building
customized languages.
We evaluate their advantages based on our experience in designing and
applying languages and tools for formalizing mathematics. We reach the
conclusion that no existing language is truly good enough yet and derive
ideas for possible future improvements.
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Introduction

Today’s formal systems can verify advanced theorems in mathematics [Hal14],
such as the Kepler conjecture [Hal12] or the Feit–Thompson theorem [GAA+ 13],
as well as certify important computer systems, such as the CompCert C compiler [Ler09] and the seL4 microkernel [KAE+ 14]. All these systems and projects
use advanced logical languages that are computer-understandable but hard for
humans to write and read.
Computer science commonly defines and implements such formal languages
for mathematical content that define syntax and semantics and offer strong automation support. However, non-trivial and expensive transformation steps are
needed to formalize human-near natural language texts in them.
This is in contrast to standard approaches to writing mathematics or specifying computer systems, which use natural language with interspersed syntactically unrestricted formulas, e.g., as written in LATEX. While interpreting this
natural language is very difficult for computers (arguably AI-complete), it is
extremely effective for humans in a way that formal languages have so far not
?
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been able to capture. In fact, in 2007, Wiedijk claimed [Wie07], citing four representative statements, that no existing formal system was sufficient to naturally
express basic mathematical content. Despite the progress made since then, his
critique still applies.
We give an introduction to the objectives and main approaches in Section 2.
Then Sections 3 and 4 describe the main approaches: formal system and intermediate languages in more detail. Sections 5 and 6 describe closely related
orthogonal aspects: language frameworks and interchange libraries. We evaluate
our findings and conclude in Section 7.

2
2.1

Overview
Objectives

Thus, a big picture goal of the field is a tighter integration of (i) natural language mathematical content such as textbooks or software specifications, and
(ii) formalization of such content in logics and theorem proving systems. We can
identify the following overarching objectives:
A universal formal language for mathematical content that supports complex
structuring mechanisms We want a language that combines the universality of
natural mathematical languages with the automation support of formal logics
and programming languages. It should be closer to mathematics than these formal languages in regards to abstract syntax, notations, and type system. This
is critical not only for generality but also to appeal to mathematicians at all because, as Wiedijk observes, most mathematicians do not like to read (or write)
code [Wie07]. On the other hand, it should be fully formal including automation support for type, module, and proof systems of formal languages that have
proved critical for large scale applications.
A comprehensive standard library of mathematical concepts The language must
allow for building a standard library of mathematical concepts. In order to allow
for semantics-aware machine support, it should be more formal than existing
informal libraries such as induced by Wikipedia or PlanetMath by including
formal types, notations, and properties. On the other hand, in order to achieve
generality and support interoperability, it should not be committed to a particular logic like all the major formal libraries are. This combination of advantages
would allow it to serve as a standard library, i.e., a central community resource
to be used, e.g., to cross-link between existing libraries in a star-shaped network
or to provide a basis for projects like FAbstracts [Hal17].
Practical workflows that integrate natural and formal languages Such a language
and standard library would enable substantially better tool support for working
researchers in mathematical sciences: Being structurally similar to both natural
and formal languages, they could serve as an interface language for tools of
either kind. This would allow enriching existing workflows such as LATEX-based
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authoring or proof-assistant–based verification. For example, researchers could
easily formalize conjectures and their proof outlines in a general language as a
first and cheap formalization step, before or instead of a full verification of the
proof. This would avoid hindering practicians as today’s all-or-nothing approach
of formalization in proof assistants tends to do [KR16]. It is critical for success
here to retain existing workflows instead of trying to develop a single be-all-endall tool that no one would adopt. Therefore, any major project in this direction
must aim at developing concrete improvements to the current ecosystem.
2.2

Approaches

The most successful formal languages for mathematical content have been developed in the areas of formal logic where they occur most prominently as the
input languages of proof assistants as well as in computer algebra where they
occur as programming languages fitted to mathematical algorithms. These combine formal foundations with complex structuring mechanisms, especially type,
module, proof, and computation systems, which have proved critical to achieve
efficient large scale tool support. Importantly, these fix not only the syntax but
also the semantics of, e.g., proofs and computations On the contrary, in natural
language, these are not spelled out at all, let alone explicated as a primitive feature — instead, they are emergent features driven by conventions and flexibly
adaptable to different contexts. Consequently, formalization is usually a nonstructure-preserving transformation that is often prohibitively expensive and
creates an entry barrier for casual users. For example, the mathematician Kevin
Buzzard admonishes computer scientists to build more human-near languages
“so users can at least read sentences they understand and try to learn to write
these sentences”.
Between the extremes of natural and formal languages, a variety of intermediate languages make different trade-offs aiming at combining the universal
applicability of natural language with the advantages of formal semantics. A
central observation is that
– existing intermediate languages apply only the formal syntax and (to varying
degrees) semantics of formal languages but not their complex structuring
mechanisms, and
– this limitation is not necessarily an inherent feature of the approach but
rather a frontier of research.
The following table summarizes the resulting trichotomy and shows how each
kind of language satisfies only two out of three essential requirements:
natural intermediate formal
language properties
formal syntax and semantics
–
+
+
+
–
+
complex structuring
universal applicability
+
+
–
In the subsequent sections, we discuss the state of the art for these languages
in more detail.
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Formal Languages

Formal languages use a wide variety of foundations and complex structuring mechanisms. This unfortunately means that it is rare for two tools to be compatible
with each other. Additionally, all are quite removed from natural language. In
the sequel, we discuss the most important complex structuring features.
3.1

Type Systems

Many formal systems use what we call hard type systems, which assign a unique
type to each object and are thus easiest to automate. Systems derived from
Martin-Löf type theory [ML74] or the calculus of constructions [CH88] usually
use the proofs-as-programs correspondence (Curry-Howard [CF58,How80]) that
represents mathematical properties as types and proofs as data. These include
Agda [Nor05], Coq [Coq15], Lean [dKA+ 15], Matita [ASTZ06] as well as Nuprl
[CAB+ 86]. Systems derived from Church’s higher-order logic [Chu40] usually
use the LCF architecture [Mil72] that uses an abstract type of proved theorems.
These include HOL4 [HOL], ProofPower [Art], Isabelle [NPW02], and HOL Light
[Har96].
Hard type systems are at odds with natural language as the unique-type
property precludes representing mathematical sets and subsets as types and
subtypes. In particular, the lack of expressive subtyping in hard type systems is
fundamentally at odds with every day mathematics, where sets and subsets are
used throughout: hard type system precludes a direct representation of sets as
types because they cannot represent the rich (even undecidable) subset relation
using subtyping.
Multiple systems have explored compromises. We speak of semi-soft type systems if a hard type system is extended with variants of subtyping. For example,
PVS [ORS92] uses predicate subtypes, Lean [dKA+ 15] and Nurpl [CAB+ 86] support predicate subtypes and quotient types, and IMPS uses [FGT93] refinement
types.
Both hard and semi-soft type systems force users to choose between representing information using the type system (e.g., ∀x : N.P (x)) or the logical system
(e.g., ∀x.x ∈ N ⇒ P (x)). Problematically, this choice usually has far-reaching
consequences, e.g., the type system may be decidable but the logic system undecidable. But from the perspective of mathematics this distinction is artificial,
and the fact that the two resulting representations may be entirely incompatible
down the road is very awkward.
These problems are avoided in untyped languages. ACL2 [KMM00] is a firstorder logic on top of the untyped λ-calculus of Lisp that strongly emphasizes computation. Untyped set theory is used in Isabelle/ZF [PC93], Metamath
[Meg07], and the B method [Abr96]. Untyped languages are also common in virtually all computer algebra systems, such as Mathematica [Wol12] or SageMath
[S+ 13].
We speak of soft type systems if unary predicates on the untyped objects
mimic types and the type system is an emergent feature of the logical system.
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These are used most prominently in Mizar [TB85] among proof assistants and
GAP [Lin07] among computer algebra systems. Both use the types-as-predicates
approach, where the semantics of a type is given by a unary predicate ranging
over untyped objects. Both allow declaring functions and dependent types (i.e.,
predicates n + 1 arguments that return a unary predicate after fixing the first
n arguments) that have type constraints on the arguments. Soft type systems
are generally hardest to automate because type-checking is reduced to undecidable theorem proving. Here Mizar leverages theorem proving: the type checker
is guided by user-stated typing rules (called registrations), which are specially
marked theorems about typing properties. GAP leverages computation: the typing predicates must be computable properties, which are computed and cached
at run-time for every object.
Thus, soft type systems are heuristic, which makes implementations more
difficult for the developer and their behavior less predictable for the user. But
they are the most human-friendly. A combination of hard and soft type systems,
where advanced hard type systems are emergent features built systematically on
top of a soft one, could potentially model mathematical content best but has so
far received much less systematic attention than the above approaches. But as
theorem proving technology becomes more routine, they become more and more
attractive.
An example soft type system has been recently developed on top of a hardtyped Isabelle for the Isabelle/Mizar object logic [KP19b], which expresses the
largest softly typed proof library in a logical framework. As part of this research,
the type system of Mizar has been formalized including its intersection type constructions, various ways to express set-theoretic structures, and declarative proof
translations [KP19a] have been investigated. Furthermore, a common foundation
for proofs that allows practically combining results between HOL and set theory
has been developed [BKP19].
3.2

Module Systems

A key use of modules is to represent structures (also called records or theories);
here the abstract definition (e.g., “group”) is represented as a module, and concrete models (e.g., individual groups) are represented as instances of the module.
The used module systems vary widely but roughly fall into the following groups.
Firstly, ML-inspired external module systems use a two-layer language where
the module language is external to the logical language. These allow for inheritance, refinement, and instantiation (e.g., Coq modules, Isabelle locales, PVS
theories, SageMath categories, Axiom categories) as well as more advanced structuring such as parametric modules (e.g., PVS), module expressions (e.g., Isabelle
locales, Axiom joins), or morphisms between modules (Isabelle, IMPS). Hard module systems differ greatly from natural language where no two-layer language
is fixed.
Secondly, internal module systems use record types to mimic modular structure inside the type system. This is possible in all systems that support record
5

types (e.g., Agda, Coq, Isabelle, Lean, PVS); Mizar’s structures behave similarly. Soft modules are more flexible and thus similar to natural language, but
the lack of a concise module system makes modular reasoning like inheritance
and refinement more difficult. For example, soft module systems must manually employ extra-logical conventions (e.g., [GGMR09]), and combining modules
built with different conventions quickly becomes impractical. This is even worse
in the common case where both hard and soft module systems are present in
parallel (we have initiated work in this direction in [MRK18]).
Both of the above can be seen as hard module systems in the sense that a
module encapsulates a fixed set of declarations that induce selectors that can
be applied to the module’s instances. A third group, which we call soft module
systems is somewhat hypothetical as it is used much less widely. Here, in analogy
to soft tying, modules are treated as unary predicates that range over objects.
Inheritance then becomes a special case of implication. This idea is used in
the GAP module system, whose soft types (called properties) and soft modules
(called categories) are treated very similarly: they are jointly filters, and the
run-time system tracks which object satisfies which filters. The main difference
between them is that categories can have constructors and thus allow for filters
that are satisfied by construction.
Finally, since module systems have mostly been designed as extensions of
existing logical languages, both hard and soft module systems fail to capture a
number of essential features of natural mathematical language: the identification
of isomorphic instances of the same module; the seamless extension of operations
across substructures and quotient structures (e.g., + is first defined on N, then
extended to Z); the flexibility of presence and order of fields in a structure (e.g.,
(Z, +, ∗) and (Z, +, 0, −, ∗, 1) should be the same ring); the context-sensitive
meaning of structures (e.g., Z should be a ring or a total order, depending on the
context); and in many systems also the implicit application of forgetful functors
(e.g., a group is not automatically also a monoid).
3.3

Proof Systems

Formal languages shine when using logics implemented in proof assistants to find
and check proofs automatically. Tactic-based proof systems (e.g., HOL Light) are
optimized for efficiency of proof checking but have an imperative flavor that is
very different from natural mathematical language. Declarative proof systems
(e.g. Mizar, Isabelle/Isar) were designed to be closer to natural language.
While many current tools support declarative proofs using quite similar languages, all of these are intertwined with the respective logic and therefore not
immediately reusable as a universally applicable declarative proof language. In
particular, the expressivity of these languages is limited by the strength of the
underlying logic, i.e., they can only express the kind of proof steps that can
be potentially verified by the tool. Declarative proof languages are conceptually
close to natural mathematics but technically tied to specific logics. We discuss
logical languages in more detail in section 5.
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In computer algebra systems no formal logics are implied and automated
reasoning is restricted to computable properties. Additionally, these systems
can capture logical properties by user declaration: for example, most systems’
libraries distinguish between groups and commutative groups and allow users to
construct a group as commutative even if that property is not proved.
3.4

Computation Systems

The second major application of formal languages stems from computer algebra
systems, which use mathematics-customized variants of general purpose programming languages for efficient computation.
Even though mathematics uses mostly pure functions, most systems are based on Turing-complete imperative programming, mostly to reuse existing user
knowledge and fast implementations. It is common to use the same language for
pure mathematical algorithms and interspersed imperative meta-operations like
I/O, logging, memoization, or calling external tools (in particular in SageMath).
Proof assistants take a much more restricted approach to integrate pure computations with a logic. Three main approaches exist. Firstly, normalization in
the type theory, in particular β-reduction is a primitive form of computation. It
becomes much stronger when combined with (co)inductive types and recursion,
and these are primitive features in most complex type theories like Coq. Systems
then usually include heuristic termination criteria to check the soundness of the
functions, which leads to a trade-off between logical and Turing-completeness.
Secondly, certain theorems such as Horn formulas about equality can be interpreted as conditional rewrite rules. Typically, systems require the user to choose
which theorems to use and then exhaustively rewrite expressions with them.
This is much slower but allows for a much simpler language as computation is
relegated to the meta-level. This is the main method used in systems without
primitive (co)inductive types such as Isabelle. Thirdly, computation can be supplied by external tools or special kernel modules. This computation can be a
part of the, consequently rather big, trusted code base, such as in PVS decision
procedures or when using Mathematica functions inside Theorema [Win14]. In
some cases, a trade-off is possible where computations are run externally and
their results are efficiently verified by the prover.

4

Intermediate Languages

Intermediate languages try to capture the advantages of natural languages in
a formal language. There is a rather diverse set of such approaches, which we
describe in groups below. However, we can identify some general effects that
motivate the design of many intermediate languages.
Firstly, an intermediate language can already provide sufficient automation
support for some tasks. Thus, it can serve as a more natural and easier-touse target language for (partial) formalization if the task at hand is supported.
For example, search, interactive documents, or dependency management can be
7
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Fig. 1. Functionality for intermediate languages (left)
market gap for stepwise formalization support (right)

realized well in some intermediate languages and even benefit from structural
similarity to the human-near natural language formulation. The main counterexamples are verification and computation, which requires a lot more formalization. This is indicated in Figure 1 (left).
Secondly, an intermediate language can serve as an interface between humannear natural language and a verification- or computation-oriented formal language. This enables stepwise formalization and thus a smoother transition from
the informal to the formal realm. It may also allow for a separation of concerns
where a domain experts transform content from informal to intermediate in a
first step and a formalization transforms from intermediate to formal in a second
step. The relative lack of highly successful approaches in this style is indicated
in Figure 1 (right).
Thirdly, the intermediate representation is often not or only barely committed to a particular formal language (e.g., a particular type system, module system, proof system or computation system). During stepwise formalization, this
means that the first step only needs to be done once and can then be reused for
different second steps targeting different formal languages. Expanding on this,
we see that an intermediate language can provide an interoperability layer between formal languages. That can help with the notorious lack of interoperability
between formal systems (see also Section 6).

4.1

Controlled Natural Language

These approaches combine formal grammars for fragments of natural language
with formal languages for formulas. Their goal is to make the surface syntax of a
formal language as close to traditional mathematics as possible while retaining
a formal grammar that allows for automated parsing. While the languages often
look similar to some semi-formal languages discussed below, we classify them
differently because they use a formal logic-near language in their kernel.
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This method is applied in MathLang [KW08,KWZB14], MathNat [Hum12],
in [KN12] within the FMathL project, and Naproche [CFK+ 09]. Mizar [TB85]
is a logical language whose surface syntax has been carefully designed to look
like a small fragment of natural language and thus looks similar to controlled
natural language systems without being one.
These systems vary in how the semantics of the language is defined and
how much implementation support is provided. Both MathLang and Naproche
use, effectively, a soft type system on top of set theory to define the semantics.
MathLang allows for translating content into proof assistants (Isabelle, Coq)
for users to finish and check proofs, and Naproche uses automated first-order
theorem provers to discharge proof obligations automatically.
Contrary to the verification/computation-oriented formal languages, where
large libraries of formal content (up to ∼ 105 theorems in the biggest systems)
are developed and shared in vibrant communities, none of the controlled natural language systems provides a substantial library. This is a hen-egg problem
since large libraries often result from the practical necessities caused by verification and computation. A critical limiting factor of existing controlled natural
languages is the lack of scalable automation support and large libraries.
4.2

Semi-Formal Languages

These approaches aim at combining unrestricted natural mathematical language
and formal language in the same document. Contrary to the controlled natural
language approaches discussed above, the interpretation of the natural language
parts remains AI-complete.
Flexiformal systems use informal and formal language as alternatives, i.e.,
content may be written informally or formally. Thus, not all mathematical content is formalized, and all tool support must degrade gracefully when informal
and thus uninterpretable content is encountered. The sTeX system [Koh08] is a
LATEX package for annotating informal mathematical texts with its formal meaning, which then allows for writing (parts of) formulas in formal logical syntax.
In addition to pdf, sTeX documents can be processed into OMDoc documents
[Koh06], which makes them available for further machine processing. sTeX provides no type system and only a very simple hard module system. It has been
used by the developer to write his introductory computer science lecture notes.
Literate programming [Knu84] and approaches inspired by it allow for
natural and formal language to appear in parallel. Here, content is described
twice: the formal version defines the semantics, and the informal version provides
documentation. Contrary to the other approaches mentioned here, this is not a
third language in between formal and natural, but a combination of the two.
Several formal systems provide mature support for writing content in literate
programming style such as Agda, Isabelle (see [Wen11]), and Axiom.
Discourse representation languages [KR93] perform an analysis of the
language used in written mathematics and design a fixed set of disambiguation
conventions. Ganesalingam [Gan13] proposes a system of types that together
with a parsing procedure and the set of disambiguation conventions could be
9

used to parse non-foundational mathematics. Apart from the foundational issues,
the approach also has a problem with adaptivity of mathematical texts.
4.3

Interchange Languages

These approaches apply the general principles of formal languages while avoiding
a commitment to a particular logic or implementation. A major goal is system
interoperability.
Standardized representation languages have been developed in the area
of knowledge management such as OpenMath [BCC+ 04], content MathML
[ABC+ 10], and OMDoc [Koh06]. These prioritize standardizing the syntax
using standard machine-friendly representation formats such as XML (where
the formal structure of objects is explicit). They do not specify user-friendly
surface syntaxes (where the formal structure would have to be inferred through
complex parsing and disambiguation) or rigorous semantics. This allows their
use as interchange languages (e.g., in the SCIEnce [HR09] and OpenDreamKit
[DIK+ 16] EU projects), as a basis for integrating mathematics with the semantic
web (e.g., in the MONET and HELM/MoWGLI FP6 projects), or as markup
languages for web browsers (e.g., by the integration of MathML into HTML5).
A different trade-off is made in interchange languages mostly developed
for theorem provers. They are restricted to small families of logical languages
used in theorem provers. Thus, they are more widely applicable than individual
logical languages but less widely than the truly universal standard representation
languages. The TPTP [Sut09] family of languages has played a major role in the
community: it serves the role of a common language for automated theorem
prover inputs and outputs. TPTP was originally restricted to first-order logics,
and a few extensions exist [BRS08,SSCB12], which co-evolve with the available
theorem provers, thus offering the possibility of problem exchange also between
formal proof systems. OpenTheory [Hur09] is restricted to the HOL-based proof
assistants. It offers some support for abstracting from the systems’ idiosyncrasies
in order to increase portability, and some HOL theories have been manually
refactored to make use of this abstraction. The ISO-standardized Common Logic
[edi07] has a broader ambition, aiming at interchanging between any knowledgebased systems. But its applicability to mathematics is limited by its focus on
first-order logic and a lack of integration with mathematical software.
Overall, interchange languages focus mostly on a universal formal syntax
while sacrificing a universal semantics or restrict attention to small families of
languages. Neither provides strong support for type/module/proof/computation
systems that would be critical to capture the complexity of large scale formal libraries. A partial exception is the second author’s Mmt system, which combines
aspects of standard languages [DIK+ 16,KMP+ 17] and prover interchange languages [BRS08,HR15,KRS16] with hard type and module systems [RK13]. The
OAF project [KR16,KR20] used Mmt to represent large libraries of proof assistants in a standard representation language, including those of Mizar in [IKR11],
HOL Light in [KR14], PVS in [KMOR17] (including the NASA library), Coq in
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[MRS19] (including all available libraries), and Isabelle in [KRW20] (including
the Archive of Formal Proofs).

5

Language Frameworks

Language frameworks are formal languages in which the syntax and semantics
of other languages can be represented. They are superficially related to parser
frameworks but much stronger because they (i) allow specifying not only the
syntax but also the semantics of a language, (ii) often offer strong support for
context-sensitivity, which is critical in mathematics.
Logical frameworks are language frameworks for building formal language.
Examples are Isabelle [Pau94], Dedukti [BCH12], λProlog [MN86], or the LF
[HHP93] family including Twelf [PS99] and others. Frameworks also exist for
building controlled natural languages such as GF [Ran11].
Contrary to the approaches discussed above, these frameworks do not in
themselves provide languages for formalizing mathematics. But they are worth
discussing in this context for two reasons: Firstly, they allow the rapid prototyping of implementations, which speeds up the feedback loop between language
design and applications. Thus, users can experiment with new languages and
conduct large case studies in parallel. Secondly, they allow developing scalable
applications language-independently such that they are immediately applicable
for any language defined in the framework. That is important because evaluating formal languages often requires building (or trying to build) large libraries in
them. Such applications include at least parsing and type-checking but can also
include meta-reasoning (e.g., Twelf), interactive theorem proving (e.g., Isabelle),
or language translation (e.g., GF).
Despite many successes in representing logical languages in logical frameworks (e.g., [CHK+ 11,KR14,KMOR17,MRS19]), current frameworks cover only
unrealistically simple languages compared to the needs for mathematically structured content and do not have good support for, e.g., soft type systems and soft
module systems and practical proof systems. Thus, even the representation of
the already insufficient languages discussed above is often very difficult or not
possible.
Therefore, more flexible logical frameworks were developed recently. Both
ELPI [DGST15] and Mmt [Rab17,Rab18] allow users to flexibly change critical
algorithms whenever a concrete language definition needs it. That makes them
more promising for representing languages designed for mathematical content
(and can even allow sharing some functionality across incompatible foundations).
Mmt [Rab13,RK13] is a logic-independent representation and management
system for formal logical content that uses logical frameworks to provide a rigorous semantics for OMDoc and OpenMath. It manages all aspects of language design in a coherent framework including language definition, rapid prototyping of tools, and library development. Fully parametric in the choice of
formal system, it maximizes the reuse of concepts, formalizations, and tool support. It subsumes in particular logical frameworks such as the LF family [MR19].
11

The LATIN project [CHK+ 11] used an Mmt precursor language based on the
Twelf module system [RS09] to build a library of common logics of symbolic
software systems and proof checkers. It contains close to 1000 modules (theories
and morphisms between them), which can be imported into Mmt.
[KRSS20] makes the first steps towards combining the advantages of Mmt
and ELPI. [KS19] uses Mmt to extend LF-like logical frameworks with the
natural language framework GF.

6

Interchange Libraries

The quest for the best formal language for mathematics is likely to never-ending.
Therefore, it is important to investigate how to combine the existing libraries of
formalized content. Due to major incompatibilities between the various formal
systems, this is an extremely difficult problem, and it would go beyond the scope
of this paper to discuss approaches in detail. But we want to mention the idea
of interchange libraries because we consider it to be one of the most promising
ideas.
An interchange library I is a formalization of mathematics written in an intermediate language with the goal of serving as an interoperability layer between
formal systems. The main idea is that all translations from source system S to
target system T are split into two steps S → I and I → T .
Both steps have characteristic difficulties. The step S → I is usually a partial
translation because every formal systems uses idiosyncratic features that cannot
be represented in I and optimizations for verification/computation that need
not be represented in I. The step I → T tends to be easier, but there is a tricky
trade-off in the design of I: the less I commits to a particular formal system, the
more systems T can be handled but the more difficult the individual translations
I → T become. In practice, a further major logistic problem is that I and the
translations via it needs to be built and maintained, which is even harder to
organize and fund than for the systems S and T themselves.
The standard content dictionaries written in OpenMath [BCC+ 04] were the
first concerted effort to build an interchange library. 214 dictionaries (including
contributed ones) declaring 1578 symbols are maintained by the OpenMath Society. These focus on declaring names for mathematical symbols and describing
their semantics verbally and with formal axioms. However, the approach was
not widely adopted as little tool support existed for OpenMath itself and for
OpenMath-based interoperability. Individual formal systems were also less able
to export/import their objects at all.
Recently, the idea was picked up again in the OpenDreamKit project. It
uses Mmt (whose language of theories and expressions essentially subsumes
OpenMath CDs and objects) to write a formal interchange library (dubbed MitM
for Math-in-the-middle) [DIK+ 16]. MitM is more formal than the OpenMath
CDs, in particular employing a hard type and module system. It was used as an
interoperability layer for computer algebra systems [KMP+ 17] and mathematical
databases [WKR17,BKR19].
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A complementary approach is SMGloM [GIJ+ 16], a multi-lingual glossary of
mathematical concepts. It retains the untyped natural of OpenMath CDs but
uses sTeX to obtain tool support for writing the library.
SMGloM and MitM serve similar purposes with different methods that recall
the distinctions described in Section 2: SMGloM uses mostly natural language,
and MitM uses formal language with hard type and module system. The shortcomings of these efforts seem to indicate that soft types and modules may be
the best trade-off for building an interchange library.
In order to streamline the process of building the translations S → I and
I → T , the concept of alignments was developed [KKMR16]. An alignment
between two symbols c and c0 in different libraries captures that translations
should try to translate objects with c to objects with head d. Both exact manual
efforts [MRLR17] and machine learning–based heuristic approaches were used
to find alignments across formal libraries. The latter includes alignment from six
proof assistants [GK19], showing that such alignments allow both conjecturing
and more powerful automation [GK15]. The same approach has been used to
obtain alignments between informal and formal libraries, which can be used to
automatically formalize parts of mathematical texts, both statistically [KUV17]
and using deep learning techniques [WKU18]. Similarly, [GC14] automatically
obtains alignments between informal libraries.
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Conclusion

We have presented a survey of languages for formalizing mathematics. The various languages have been designed and implemented for different purposes and
have different features, and their many distinguishing features give them characteristic advantages and disadvantages. Natural language that mathematicians
are used to lacks formal semantics (and in many cases even formal syntax). But
fully formal languages are still very far from natural language. And existing intermediate languages lack complex structuring features and large libraries and
scalable tools that would make them directly usable for formalization.
We expect that future research in the domain must continue to experiment
with language development aiming at the formal representation of syntax and
semantics while preserving natural readability and extensibility and large-scale
structuring features. The use of language frameworks will be helpful to rapidly
experiment with these novel ideas. We see a lot of potential in the development
of a new intermediate language along those lines that could enable partial and
stepwise formalization as well as provide an interoperability layer for formal
languages. Concretely, we expect this future language to feature at least a combination of soft type and module systems with rigorous development of their
hard analogues as emergent features.
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